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**WHILE MANY HISTORY TEACHERS and lecturers include political cartoons in their classes, they often use them simply to illustrate arguments instead of treating them as unique sources that deserve to be analyzed in detail. Who can blame them? Most textbooks and even academic publications use cartoons in the same way, further spreading the perception that cartoons are nice to look at but are not worthy of greater scrutiny. Using British and American cartoons about the Boxer Uprising in China, I want to demonstrate on the following pages that cartoons contain a wealth of information and should be treated in history classes as unique primary sources containing various discourses from the social, cultural, economic, and political context, including cultural stereotypes, geopolitical interests and anxieties, and national perceptions of self and other. This article is not meant to be a “how to” guide or to present a systematic approach to cartoon analysis in the classroom like the B.A.S.I.C. steps or the various lesson plans that can be found online.¹ Rather, it is a field report in which I combine the research I carried out for a book on media images (including political cartoons) about China² with my experience of teaching the use of cartoons**
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as primary sources at university and high school levels to discuss issues that teachers and lecturers might come across when they are working with cartoons in their classes, including common mistakes and assumptions that students make when they analyze cartoons.

Political cartoons are unique sources because they often provide readers of magazines and newspapers with information on a particular topic with a perspective that differs from those in articles. While journalists have to keep their articles within certain word limits, be as objective as possible, and follow their publication’s style, political cartoonists are usually very explicit in their view on a subject and take a clear side. Moreover, they often achieve their effect through satire, stereotyping, and ridicule, and rely on simplification and symbols.³

Although the visualizations of stereotypes make cartoons a treasure trove for history teachers and lecturers, there is no universally accepted method of analyzing them. Instead, there exists a plethora of theoretical and methodological approaches, many of which do not place great emphasis on the social, cultural, or political context for interpretation.⁴ Similarly, lesson plans for cartoon analyses in the classrooms often focus on rather superficial aspects like the people portrayed, the message contained in the caption, or the use of symbols, and do not give enough weight to the historical context. This is problematic because the use of symbols as well as their decoding was shaped by a particular cultural context. The analysis of hundreds of cartoons about China has led me to conclude that the portrayal of China in cartoons—including the use of symbols like the dragon—has always been culture-specific and both contributes to and is influenced by the discursive construction of nationhood.⁵

In order to facilitate the comparison of the cartoons in this article, I selected four cartoons from the well-known humorous magazines Punch, Fun, and Puck, which were famous for their cartoons. I have decided to analyze two British and two American cartoons because I want to demonstrate that we cannot speak of China and “the West.” Even though the dragon was a popular symbol for China in Western cartoons, its usage in cartoons varied from nation to nation.⁶ Historians have largely ignored that national portrayals of “self” and “other” are connected to national interests, geopolitical aspirations, and culture-specific values, stereotypes, anxieties, and beliefs. All these factors differed a great deal among the Western
powers and caused depictions of China to differ from country to country. Students also tend to think that all cartoons had similar messages. Analyzing more than one cartoon in detail allows teachers and lecturers to sensitize students to the fact that one cartoon does not represent all of the cartoons that were published on a certain topic in a country (or even in a publication, as I will show later). The Boxer Uprising is a good topic for such an analysis because it occurred at the end of the nineteenth century, which has been called “the age of the periodical.” The Uprising also took place at a time when the age of humorous magazines with their cartoons drew to a close, soon to be replaced by pictorial magazines with photographic images. It, therefore, marks one of the last major events in Chinese history in which cartoons and sketches still dominated images in the Western press about China.

Before I begin the cartoon analysis, I usually ask my students what aspects they think influenced political cartoons during the Boxer Uprising and draw a mind-map with their answers. It is crucial to make them realize that the whole process depended on various factors, such as the cartoonist’s views and values, the publication (i.e., the editor and/or owner, distribution, political orientation, target audience), the technological process (how long it took for the cartoon to be published, the speed of the information flow from China to Europe/the U.S., how the cartoon was printed, what colors could be used, etc.), the contemporary cultural discourses (including symbols and stereotypes about China and the Western powers), the regional, national, and international social, cultural, economic, and political context (including media discourses and political debates), and communication technology. While it is obviously very difficult for students to research all of these aspects, it is important that they are aware of these factors and of their influence upon one another.

Since cartoons require a lot of knowledge about the historical background, I usually let my students analyze them after we have covered a topic. In the case of the cartoons about the Boxer Uprising, I work with the cartoons once the students have learned about the Opium Wars (1839-1842 and 1856-1860), the unequal treaties, the scramble for concessions in the 1890s, the missionary presence, and the causes and course of the Boxer Uprising in 1900. Since most world history textbooks deal with the Opium Wars and the foreign presence in China in the late nineteenth century as well as the causes,
course, and consequences of the Boxer Uprising, I will only briefly summarise the period June to September 1900 because it is crucial for my interpretation of the cartoons.

The Boxer Uprising began in 1898 in Shandong province as an anti-Christian movement because many foreign missionaries took advantage of their extraterritorial privileges, interfered in local legal disputes to protect Chinese Christians, and blatantly disrespected Chinese traditions and beliefs. In spring 1900, the Boxer movement became anti-foreign, and the Boxers (mainly poor Chinese peasants, seasonal workers, and unemployed men) increasingly focused their efforts on Beijing. In May and June 1900, they destroyed railway lines between Tianjin and Beijing. Meanwhile, the diplomats in Beijing were joined by an increasing number of missionaries from surrounding areas with their Chinese converts who were seeking protection in the walled foreign legations quarter. An international relief force left Tianjin on June 10, 1900 for Beijing, but it eventually had to return. Although there were several battles between Qing troops and Boxers, the Qing Dynasty did not take an official stance against the Boxers. After the Boxers attacked the foreign settlements in Tianjin, the foreign powers reacted by shelling the Dagu Forts on June 17, which resulted in the Qing Court openly siding with the Boxer movement. On June 20, Chinese soldiers and Boxers began the siege of the foreign legations quarter in Beijing. Since the Boxers had destroyed the Western telegraph cables connecting Beijing with Tianjin and with Russia, communication between the foreigners in Beijing and the outside world came to an almost complete halt during the siege, which lasted until August 14, when a second international relief force from Tianjin reached Beijing, causing Empress Dowager Cixi to flee Beijing with her entourage. During the siege, sixty-six foreigners were killed and over 150 wounded. Western soldiers then went on several brutal punitive expeditions in September and October 1900.

The article is structured in the following way: I first discuss the dragon as a symbol for China. This includes a short overview of the dragon in Chinese and Western cultures, and the adoption of the dragon as a national symbol for China in Western political cartoons. Then I analyze the two British cartoons, followed by the two American cartoons. In the discussion of each cartoon, I highlight certain aspects that are often overlooked in classroom analyses of
political cartoons or problems that arise when cartoons are analyzed, and I discuss how I try to solve them.

The Chinese Dragon and Western Cartoonists

Since the Opium Wars, Western political cartoonists have been drawing China as a dragon whenever they want to visualize China as the Yellow Peril. The symbol of the dragon allows a Western cartoonist to portray China not only as dangerous, but also as subhuman and inferior. China was, of course, not the first nation to be drawn as an animal. For centuries, cartoonists have portrayed enemies as animals in order to dehumanize them and to ascribe to them the character traits associated with those animals. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, popular symbols for nations included a lion for Britain, a bear for Russia, or an eagle for the United States (such as in Figure 4 below). The animals were portrayed positively or negatively according to the situation.

The choice of the dragon as a symbol for China can be explained with its prominence and different interpretation in Western and Chinese cultures. Myths, legends, and images of dragons are common in cultures all over the world. Yet, while in Asian countries dragons are portrayed mostly positively, the opposite is the case in Western countries. In Chinese culture, long (龙)—which has been translated as dragon—figures as the most powerful and positive animal. Dragons are benign or even divine creatures in Chinese folklore and were associated with imperial power. Thus, the dragon as a symbol was connected to the Chinese emperor, and it was featured prominently on the imperial robes of various Chinese dynasties as well as on the national flags of the Qing Dynasty. Western legends are also teeming with dragons, but these are of a very different nature. In the Christian tradition, the dragon was presented as an embodiment of Satan or as a demonic power, while in chivalric romances, the act of slaying a dragon became almost a prerequisite for a hero. The transnational circulation of chivalric romances caused the image of the evil dragon to spread further in the West. As a result, almost all European and American myths about dragons present them as evil creatures, and dragons usually function in the narratives as antagonists to the heroic, knightly dragon slayer.
Western encounters with China increased massively in the nineteenth century when the rule of the Qing Dynasty meant that dragons were almost omnipresent as symbols, particularly in the official surroundings in which the Westerners would often have found themselves. The Opium Wars and Western ambitions to create spheres of interest in China had the consequence that China was portrayed negatively in the Western press. Since the dragon was such a prominent symbol in China at a time when Western publications increased their negative coverage of China, Western cartoonists were quick to use the dragon as a symbol for China because of its negative connotation in Western cultures. Thus, for Western cartoonists, the dragon presented itself as a ready-made negative symbol for China, which Western audiences had no problems in decoding properly by interpreting the dragon as a threat to the heroic actions of the Western powers.13

The dragon was so popular among Western cartoonists that it became one of the quintessential Yellow Peril images. The Yellow Peril is a racial enemy image that centers on the Social Darwinist concept of a yellow race that threatens the white race. It has been invoked by Westerners at various times to portray China and/or Japan as a political, economic, social, or cultural threat, claiming that their actions would result in such apocalyptic scenarios as the degeneration or even the annihilation of the white race.14 Although cartoonists relied on the concept of the (superior) white race being threatened by the (inferior) yellow race, they did not automatically agree on the finer details, such as which Asian nation the Yellow Peril actually referred to, what the nature of the Yellow Peril was, or how serious the threat of the Yellow Peril was. All this affected the visualization of the Yellow Peril by the individual cartoonist.15 While various studies have been published on the Yellow Peril, most neglect the fact that it was interpreted differently in each nation, and that the definition changed even within the same nation due to factors like shifting political alliances or fears associated with Asian immigration.16

A British Knight in Shining Armor

The cartoon “The Avenger!” was drawn for the magazine *Punch* by Sir John Tenniel. *Punch* was founded in 1841 and became the most successful comic magazine in Britain. By 1900, it was among the few
remaining British satirical journals specializing in cartoons. Tenniel began working for *Punch* in 1850 and became its main cartoonist in 1864. He left the magazine in 1901, but was so influential that his style continued to shape *Punch* cartoons long after his retirement. While some publications gave their cartoonists considerable leeway in the message and content of their cartoons, Tenniel could not draw cartoons completely at will and instead was given detailed information of the concepts that the cartoon had to include. He also had to draw his cartoons according to the specifications of the editor F. C. Burnand, who insisted on seeing rough sketches before he approved cartoons for publication. By 1900, *Punch* supported conservative values and since Tenniel was a supporter of the Conservative Party, he only objected to a few subjects and also proposed many of them.

Whether Tenniel was told to draw a knight in his cartoon (see Figure 1) or thought of it himself is unclear. However, it is possible that the idea was his own, as he was a medievalist and fan of classics, and often drew knights and other medieval imagery in his cartoons. Nevertheless, the choice of the subject as a knight slaying a dragon is interesting. In 1900, Britain still dominated commercial and diplomatic relations with China, but it was deeply suspicious of the other powers’ ambitions to increase their presence in China. The Boxer Uprising’s anti-foreign stance was hugely problematic for Britain because it challenged not only British commercial and financial interests, but also Britain’s military presence in China. As the Uprising took place during a time in which jingoism was rampant in Britain due to the Boer War (1899-1902), press reactions to the Boxer Uprising were almost unanimously negative, and editorials in various newspapers demanded punitive action to avenge rumored massacres of Britons in China. British cartoons of the Boxer Uprising, therefore, often depicted China as a dragon because the malign character associated with the dragon meant that British cartoonists could not only present the Uprising as a threat to Britons in China, but also justify the use of force against the Chinese.

“The Avenger!” was published in late July 1900, a time when most British newspapers printed stories of alleged massacres, and described in detail the way white men fought heroically to their last breath, defending helpless women from “hordes of yellow savages.” Yet, unbeknownst to the editors in London, the Westerners were not killed en masse in Beijing, but actually managed to hold out until
Figure 1: “The Avenger!” by Sir John Tenniel in *Punch* (July 25, 1900).
they were rescued. Since neither the government nor the editors could communicate with Britons in Beijing, however, the massacre stories were believed to be true and described such gory detail that they left the British public riling with jingoism, demanding revenge for the atrocities.

The title of the cartoon—“The Avenger!”—is a clear indication that it justified the use of force against the Chinese and ignored any questions regarding the behavior of British missionaries or the effects of the British presence in China in general. Resembling Raphael’s painting, “St. George and the Dragon,” the cartoon depicts a winged knight with a cross on his shield, fighting a dragon. This would have reminded British readers of St. George, the patron saint of England. The legend of St. George and the dragon is one of the most famous Western dragon legends, even though the dragon was not part of early accounts of St. George’s life. However, after it became common in the Middle Ages to symbolize a heroic character by turning the hero into a dragon slayer, the same was applied to the legend of St. George. Accordingly, George was a knight from Cappadocia (in modern Turkey) who fought a dragon with poisonous breath in order to save the daughter of the King of Silena (in modern Libya) from being sacrificed. George defeated the dragon, saved the princess, and slayed the dragon after the people of Silena agreed to become Christians. He later became St. George, and his armor with a red cross on a white breastplate and shield were used for the English national flag. The fact that the knight in the cartoon is holding a white shield with a cross not only identifies him as a symbol for England, it also brings to mind St. George’s heroic act of slaying the dragon. Using St. George as a symbol for Britain might have been problematic at any other time because of Welsh, Scottish, and Irish nationalism and demands for Home Rule, but the jingoist atmosphere seems to have overruled any sensitivity about such issues in July 1900.

“The Avenger!” depicts the situation in China in a very curious way, namely as a fight between Britain and China, completely ignoring the fact that an international force with British, German, French, Russian, and other soldiers had left Tianjin on June 10, 1900 to assist the beleaguered foreigners in Beijing. This fact was known in London because the British government authorized Vice-Admiral Seymour to lead the international force and informed the House of Commons about its lack of success and eventual return to Tianjin.
Yet the readers of *Punch* were clearly supposed to view the response to the alleged atrocities in Beijing as a purely British action, not as an international collaboration.

The use of a dragon slayer in the cartoon is also a good example of the utilization of the dragon as a negative, threatening symbol for China by Western cartoonists. By relying on the dichotomy
established by chivalric romances of a knight in shining armor on a white horse fighting a dragon, the cartoon portrayed British actions as morally impeccable and Chinese actions as despicable and evil. The fact that St. George is just about to slay the dragon in the cartoon also legitimizes future British actions in China; just as the dragon had to be slain, the British soldiers in China would rightfully punish the Chinese for their evil actions. Since the knight was fighting the Chinese dragon in the name of civilization (inscribed on one wing), the cartoon served as a reminder to the audience not only that England—and by extension Britain—was the spearhead of civilization, but also that China was uncivilized. Such a view was in line with Punch’s general stance on imperialism, which it supported without sympathy for the colonized or anticolonial movements.26 Thus, we see that this particular cartoon not only contains the dragon as a visual stereotype of China, but also portrays England/Britain as a heroic nation. Moreover, it references political debates surrounding imperialism and the British presence in China. This was fairly atypical for British cartoons on the Boxer Uprising because they usually contained the other powers that were present in China.27

**Heroic Japan and Evil China**

“Tientsin,” by G. Welby Wilkinson (Figure 2), was printed in the British liberal magazine Fun, another humorous paper famous for its cartoons.28 Fun was published weekly from 1861 to 1901, when it was incorporated in the publication Sketchy Bits. Since it was considerably cheaper than Punch, it was also known as “the poor man’s Punch.”29 While Punch and Sir John Tenniel have been covered by historians in detail, this is not the case for Fun or Wilkinson. Despite the lack of biographical information, however, the cartoon is interesting because it focuses on the foreign powers in Tianjin. About 900 foreigners lived in the foreign settlements in Tianjin in June 1900. After the Boxers occupied the Chinese part of the city, they attacked the foreign settlements. However, unlike Beijing, which remained out of reach for the relief forces, international relief forces arrived in Tianjin on June 26 and managed to end the siege on July 13.30

The juxtaposition of China and Japan in the cartoon highlights Japan’s considerable role in ending the siege of the foreign settlements in Tianjin. While other powers were involved as well,
in 1900, Japan was beginning to form a special relationship with Britain. In the 1890s, various nations challenged Britain’s leading position in China, and the British Empire was so widespread that Britain needed an ally in order to protect its interests in Asia (note how Britain and Russia are eyeing each other suspiciously). Although Britain remained somewhat apprehensive about Japanese imperial designs in China, Japan was an ideal candidate for such an alliance because it wanted to prevent further Russian expansion in East Asia. As a result, in 1902, the Anglo-Japanese Alliance was initiated.\(^{31}\) The Anglo-Japanese Alliance caused Britons to describe Japan after 1902 in glowing terms. One enthusiastic author even declared in 1904 that Japan was “the Britain of the East.”\(^{32}\)

Wilkinson’s cartoon demonstrates that this positive view of Japan already existed in 1900. Japan’s willingness to face the Chinese dragon while the rest of the foreign powers looked on underlined Japan’s heroic status, befitting that of an ally. “Tientsin” therefore shows how the negative perception of China and the positive perception of Japan resulted in British portrayals of China as the Yellow Peril and of Japan as an (almost) equal of the Western powers in China. Thus, the cartoon follows the traditional portrayal of China as a backward, savage nation, but it uses this image to contrast it with that of a civilized and Westernized Japan. Such a dichotomy was not completely unrealistic. After all, Japan underwent immense modernization according to Western standards in the late nineteenth century, while China’s modernization was much slower and more selective.\(^{33}\) This is also depicted in the cartoon: Japan is not only holding a sword (the weapon associated with the Samurai, a common symbol for Japan in British cartoons), but also a revolver, which is a reference to the modernization of the Japanese military forces in the late nineteenth century. China (i.e., the dragon) has no such weapons; its whole strength lies in its size. Japan is also drawn as a civilized nation (it is depicted as a human being as opposed to an animal like China) and as a Westernized nation (it is wearing a Western-style uniform). China, on the other hand, is portrayed with various typical Yellow Peril visualizations such as the dragon, claws, sharp teeth, and slanted eyes. “Tientsin” is, therefore, a perfect example of the fact that the two portrayals reinforced each other’s qualities; the more negatively China was presented, the more positive was Japan’s appearance. One could also argue that Japan was portrayed
so positively in order to present China in a negative way, which in turn could be used to justify future British actions and ambitions in China. In any case, the importance of Britain’s foreign relations are evident in this cartoon.

Although Figures 1 and 2 portray the Boxer Uprising in different ways, both of them depict China as the Yellow Peril and use the dragon as a symbol for China in order to legitimize British imperialism in China and avoid facing any nagging questions about the negative aspects of imperialism or the presence of foreign missionaries in China. As the following two cartoons from the United States demonstrate, however, this was not typical of American cartoons.

The Dragon and the Emperor

“The First Duty” (Figure 3) was published as the cover of the American satirical magazine Puck in August 1900. Puck was founded in 1877 by Joseph Keppler, and was part of a group of humorous magazines for the American middle class that were founded in the 1870s and 1880s. By 1900, it had become one of the most influential and popular of these magazines, with a circulation of about 100,000. Comparable to Punch in its importance and reputation, Puck stood out among other humorous magazines because it had “higher standards, better artists, wider interests.” The artist of “The First Duty” was Keppler’s son, Joseph Keppler, Jr. Like Tenniel at Punch, he was the main cartoonist at Puck, but since he was also its artistic editor, Keppler, Jr. had more control over both the subject and the content of the cartoon than Tenniel did.

Although “The First Duty” contains similar symbols and references to “The Avenger!”, its framing of the Boxer Uprising and its message are different because American political, social, and cultural relations with China were different from those of Britain. This brings me to another important issue that has to be considered when teaching with cartoons: the reconstruction of the context can be difficult for students because they sometimes have to think outside the box in order to get the information they need to reconstruct the social, political, economic, and cultural background in which a cartoon was published (this is obviously more of an issue when students are writing papers on cartoons). For example, most students would think of researching British imperialism in
Figure 3: “The First Duty” by Joseph Keppler, Jr. in *Puck* (August 8, 1900).
China for a British cartoon, yet few, if any at all, would think of researching the importance of American missionary organizations to the American public perception of China for the interpretation of an American cartoon. I try to overcome this problem by assigning my high school students a minimum number of texts and/or books that they have to consult for their cartoon analyses in the hope that this helps them in getting greater insight into the social, cultural, economic, and political context and allows them to consider a larger variety of discourses that could have affected the creation and the look of the cartoon.

Once students have read more about the American presence in China around 1900, they find out quickly that, while British interests in China were linked to British imperial and economic pursuits, by 1900, American interests in China were mainly commercial and religious. In the nineteenth century, American support for missionary organizations had increased massively because they were seen as carrying out the divine mission of bringing Christianity to the rest of the world and of leading the world according to God’s will. As a result, by 1900, a large part of the American public regarded China as a pupil that could evolve with the help of American missionaries into a civilized, Westernized nation.37

By the time of the Boxer Uprising, American missionaries dominated the foreign missionary presence in China. They also had very close ties to their community at home and to local newspapers, thus influencing the media reactions to the Boxer Uprising much more than British missionaries did.38 Since missionary organizations constantly needed funding, missionaries tended to present China and the Chinese in a positive light.39 Thus, whereas British businessmen and officials contributed to negative descriptions of China in order to legitimize British imperialism in China, most American media portrayals of China were more positive because of the influence of missionaries on the media discourse, resulting in the depiction of the U.S. as a mentor to China. This had the effect that, even though some American newspapers used Yellow Peril vocabulary in reports about the Boxer Uprising, overall, the reactions in the American press (including cartoons) were less sensational than in Britain.40

Another reason that explains why China was not depicted as negatively in the U.S. as it was in Britain was that, although the American Minister Edward H. Conger was in the Beijing Legations
while they were under siege during the Boxer Uprising, the Chinese government gave him a telegram from the American Secretary of State, John Hay, and allowed him to send a reply. In order to ensure that Conger was still alive and that the reply had not been written by the Chinese, Hay asked Conger to include the name of Conger’s sister (Alta) in his reply. After Conger did so, the American government knew that he was indeed still alive and that the foreigners had not all been massacred. Yet, even before this news reached the American press, only a few rumors about massacres were printed (they were usually taken from British newspapers), and these were generally less hysterical than the British stories.

The different reactions to the Boxer Uprising can also be seen in the ways the four British and American cartoons analyzed here used the dragon to frame the Uprising. In all four cartoons, the dragon takes on a prominent role and is clearly portrayed as evil. In Figure 3, blood is dripping from the dragon’s mouth and it leaves behind

Figure 4: “The Real Trouble Will Come with the ‘Wake’” by Joseph Keppler, Jr. in *Puck* (August 15, 1900).
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a scene of anarchy, murder, and riot. Yet in the British cartoons, China is dehumanized as a dragon, while the other nations are drawn as human beings. Moreover, by depicting China as a dragon, “The Avenger!” and “Tientsin” make no distinction between the Boxer rebels and ordinary Chinese. As it would turn out, neither did the Western soldiers who went on punitive rampages around the countryside after defeating the Boxers. In the Puck cartoon, however, the dragon does not represent all the Chinese—just the Boxers. China is depicted as a rather petulant child sitting on a throne, a possible reference to either the Guangxu Emperor (although he was not in charge during the Boxer Uprising) or to the Qing court’s rather long delay in taking sides until it finally supported the Boxers against the Westerners. Keppler, Jr., therefore, makes a clear distinction in “The First Duty” between “evil” Boxer rebels and “good” Chinese, turning the Boxers into a negative exception in an otherwise good Chinese society. Such a view was influenced by the American missionaries’ attempts to portray the Uprising in a way that the Chinese, in general, were not affected by it. After all, if all Chinese had been portrayed as evil, it would not have been possible to claim that they were good people that could be converted and educated by American missionaries.

Another interesting aspect is the role of civilization in the cartoons. “The Avenger!” and “The First Duty” imply that China is uncivilized. In “The Avenger!”, the knight is fighting China in the name of civilization. China is such a threat to civilization that it has to be destroyed. “The First Duty,” however, shows Civilization ordering China: “That dragon must be killed before our troubles can be adjusted. If you don’t do it I shall have to.” China is, therefore, not yet part of civilization, but neither is it a threat to civilization. Instead, the cartoon portrays the dominant American view of China as a ward of the U.S., implying that with the help of the U.S., China could become a truly civilized nation. This is further stressed with the portrayal of China as a child, while the figure of civilization is drawn like an angry mother chiding the child.

Imperial Scavengers

“The Real Trouble will Come with the ‘Wake’” (Figure 4) was published one day after the Boxers’ siege of the foreign legations
ended, and shows a dead Chinese dragon about to be carved up by the foreign powers.42 “The First Duty” and “The Real Trouble” were both printed in *Puck*, disproving the common assumption by students that cartoons published in the same magazine always contained the same message. In this case, the cartoons were even both drawn by Joseph Keppler, Jr., yet their content and message are very different. While the dragon is dangerous and menacing in “The First Duty,” he is dead in “The Real Trouble.” In fact, “The Real Trouble” is more similar to “Tientsin” than to “The First Duty” because of its focus on imperial rivalries in China. However, their messages were markedly different. The outspoken criticism of imperial rivalries presented by “The Real Trouble” was rare among cartoonists and journalists during the Boxer Uprising, even though publications in various countries alluded to them. As we have seen, “Tientsin” is an example of a British cartoon about imperial rivalries in China, in which British anxieties and interests were represented in the suspicious glances between Britain and Russia as well as in the heroic portrayal of Japan. *Punch* also published similar cartoons.43 However, “The Real Trouble” is different from these cartoons in that it does not focus on the rivalry between two specific powers, but portrays all foreign powers except for the U.S. as imperial powers waiting to devour China.

Although commercial interest in China was still high during the Boxer Uprising, the American press usually focused not on commercial aspects, but on the America’s unique role in China, stressing that the U.S. did not harbor imperial ambitions in China like the other powers. The *Chicago Tribune*, for example, wrote in August 1900:

> From the days when Anson Burlingame formulated the policy of forbearance and justice down to the present day the United States has always dealt more fairly by China than any other great power….The United States is the only nation in which the Chinese feel they can have any degree of confidence. Great Britain, Russia, Germany, and France have seized large tracts of Chinese territory and are suspected of desiring more….The American government has clean hands and a more unselfish record than the other powers.44

This attitude is also the message of “The Real Trouble.” The focus of the cartoon is neither the U.S. (eagle on the far left) nor China (dragon in the middle), but the stand-off between the British lion
and the Russian bear. The presence of Italy, Germany, France, Austria, and Japan, which are hovering greedily around the body of the Chinese dragon, draws the audience’s attention to the problem of imperial rivalries in China.

It is crucial that the American eagle is not participating in what is essentially portrayed as a scavenging, because it shows the U.S. as a power with no imperial interests in China. The position of the eagle served as a reminder to the American public that the U.S. did not harbor any imperial feelings and that the U.S. presence in China was not like that of other powers in China, whose only goal was to exploit it. This view was in line with that of most American newspapers, which stressed that, unlike the other foreign powers in China, the U.S. had no sphere of interest there. Of course, the American government had significant economic and geopolitical interests in China and had taken various measures in order to protect those interests. Thus, the U.S. had participated in the First Opium War and had obtained the most favored nation clause in the Treaty of Wangxia in 1844, entitling the U.S. to every concession subsequently forced upon China by other nations. The American government could, therefore, profit from the imperial actions of the other foreign powers in China without having to carry them out. However, when the other powers began to carve China up into spheres of influence in the 1890s, the American government was worried that it could fall behind. As a result, Hay tried to secure American interests in China via the Open Door Notes, which bound the foreign powers in China to respect China’s sovereignty and to grant each other equal commercial privileges. The Open Door Notes also allowed the U.S. government to continue presenting itself as a non-imperial power in China without having to give up its privileges and ambitions there. The Open Door Notes did not end American ambitions in China. For example, Conger suggested an American coaling station in Zhili province in 1899, and as late as November 1900, Hay was toying with the idea of a naval station that could be used to prevent complete control of Chinese economic relations by another power. Thus, Hay cabled Conger:

Secretary of the Navy earnestly asks, in view of the importance of a naval station on the Chinese coast in the event of a future war, that you take first favorable opportunity to obtain for the United States free and exclusive use of Samsa Bay as a naval port with the additional
pledge that a circular zone twenty nautical miles in radius with its center at the east point of Crag Island shall not in future be alienated to, controlled or used by any other power nor fortifications be erected therein by the Chinese government.49

Conger supported such action, but he was unable to secure a naval base in China for the U.S. because of Japanese objections.50

Denying any imperial interests in China was also crucial for the U.S. because it dovetailed with the concept of American Exceptionalism, which was fundamental to the discursive construction of nationhood in the United States. Accordingly, the U.S. was not only the most civilized nation on earth, but it was also on a divine mission to bring liberty, progress, democracy, and self-determination to the rest of the world.51 By stressing the U.S.’s refusal to participate in the other powers’ exploitation of China, “The Real Trouble” not only legitimized American actions and interests in China, but also emphasized the U.S.’s exceptionalism. American Exceptionalism was omnipresent in official justifications of American China policies, and it influenced most cartoons that were printed in the U.S. about China around 1900. “The First Duty,” with its paternal depiction of China as a misbehaving child that is being chided, also feeds into the concept of American Exceptionalism. The view of China as a ward of the U.S. dominated American media discourse until the 1930s, and democratic reforms were interpreted as a sign of American influence in China.52 By including the discursive (and visual) construction of nationhood in their analysis, students are, therefore, sensitized to the influence that self-perception and concepts of nationhood have on media images, particularly on media portrayals of foreign policy issues.

**Conclusion**

Cartoons are a unique source for classroom discussions, group work, and research papers because they allow students to analyze the visualization of cultural stereotypes, political debates, and geopolitical interests and anxieties. Historical analyses of cartoons require considerable knowledge of the political, economic, social, and cultural context: the more we know about the situation in which a cartoon was created, published, and circulated, the more information we can extract from the cartoon. Pitfalls that have to be avoided by
students include the assumption that a cartoon can represent all the
cartoons in a country, as the different takes on the Boxer Uprising by
the British cartoons demonstrate. The American cartoons were even
printed in the same magazine, yet they portray the Boxer Uprising
from different perspectives.

Another point this article tried to make is that it is dangerous
to make general statements about the use of one symbol, which is
something that students are likely to do. The four cartoons analyzed
in this article were all published during the Boxer Uprising and they
all contained a dragon as a symbol. However, a closer analysis of the
cartoons shows that the definition of the dragon differed from cartoon
to cartoon. Thus, in “The First Duty” and “The Real Trouble,”
the dragon is neither as powerful nor as menacing as it is in “The
Avenger!” and “Tientsin.” In “The First Duty,” it is not even used
to refer to China, but to the Boxer rebels. One explanation for these
differences is that British cartoons of the Boxer Uprising were deeply
influenced by Britain’s political and commercial relations as well
as Britain’s need to justify (informal) imperialism in China, while
American cartoons were influenced by American Exceptionalism,
which was used to justify geopolitical aspirations and the missionary
presence in China. Of course, some American cartoons about the
Boxer Uprising were similar to the average British cartoon in their
use of Yellow Peril imagery. However, most American cartoons
contained different messages.

The analysis of the cartoons has also demonstrated how important
it is that students research the national context in which cartoons
occurred, and remember that cartoons both contribute to and are
influenced by the discursive construction of nationhood. All four
cartoons contained messages that correlated with those of official
justifications for China policies in each country. In Britain, Yellow
Peril imagery was omnipresent in cartoons and discussions of British
China policy, while in the U.S., American Exceptionalism pervaded
cartoons about China just as much as the government’s justifications
of its China policy. However, this does not necessarily have to be
the case. Depending on the political orientation of a publication,
cartoons can also heavily criticize their government’s policies or
arguments. In any case, the visual aspect of cartoons and their
extreme nature distinguish them from other sources commonly used
in classrooms, such as newspaper articles or government documents.
They are incredibly rich sources for teachers and lecturers that shed light not only on changing cultural perceptions of self and other, but also on the social, political, and economic factors that influenced them.
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